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Abstract
Large scale time-dependent particle simulations can generate massive amounts of data, making
it so that storing the results is often the slowest phase and the primary time bottleneck of
the simulation. Furthermore, analysing this amount of data with traditional tools has become
increasingly challenging, and it is often virtually impossible to have a visual representation of
the full set.
We propose a novel architecture that integrates an HPC-based multi-physics simulation
code, a NoSQL database, and a data analysis and visualisation application. The goals are two:
On the one hand, we aim to speed up the simulations taking advantage of the scalability of
key-value data stores, while at the same time enabling real-time approximated data visualisa-
tion and interactive exploration. On the other hand, we want to make it efficient to explore
and analyse the large data base of results produced. Therefore, this work represents a clear
example of integrating High Performance Computing with High Performance Data Analytics.
Our prototype proves the validity of our approach and shows great performance improvements.
Indeed, we reduced y 67.5% the time to store the simulation while we made real-time queries
run 52 times faster than alternative solutions.
Keywords: HPC, HPDA, Key-Value data stores
1 Introduction
High performance simulations can run on thousands of computers for several hours and generate
massive quantities of data, such as the position and properties of particles at each time step.
Large scale simulations track hundreds of millions of particles, and the size of the output files
containing all this information can easily be in the order of Terabytes.
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Traditionally, simulation results are stored in one or more files in formats such as CSV, HDF5
or netCDF. Storing the data can be a slow process, in some cases becoming a major performance
bottleneck. Moreover, in a Supercomputing environment applications do not usually access the
locally attached disks, instead they use instead a distributed file system such as IBM GPFS [2].
However, as described in Section 2, writing parallelly into a single file can be challenging
and often requires additional collective synchronisation and communication between processes,
which can limit performance. We find this approach suboptimal for three main reasons: 1. It
does not exploit data locality, thus requiring data to be transmitted over the network many
times, 2. it requires worker synchronisation to optimise the I/O, 3. it does not allow to analyse
the results while the simulation is still running.
In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach that employs a distributed key-value
database using the local disks. Thus, not only we reduce network usage, but we can index the
simulation in real time and allow interactive exploration either at run time or off-line. To meet
these requirements, we adopted and extended a distributed NoSQL database, which ensures
consistency, availability, and high concurrency while maintaining the data set indexed.
As we approach the exaflop scale and simulation data grows in size, the future of scientific
visualization hinges not only on more powerful hardware, but also on efficient algorithms that
can reduce the precision of visualisation while maintaining the statistical proprieties of the data.
To address this issue we implemented Qbeast, a distributed peer-to-peer system that extends
the D8tree [8]– a multidimensional index that, on the one hand, allows efficient sampling, and
on the other hand, maintains indexes in real-time under heavy write loads. Our aim is to give
the user the possibility of choosing the right trade-off arbitrarily between level of precision and
response time. Our system allows researchers to visualize simulations in real time and after
the simulation has finished, it allows visualizations of complex queries as well. For example,
what is the path followed by a particular particle, how do particles mix in a region, where do
particles in this region come from, how many particles go across a given section, and all options
that can be programmed into a DB query.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work, while Section 3 includes
background information. Section 4 discusses the implementation choices taken for our real-
time multidimensional index, while Section 5 describes the overall prototype design. Section 6
reports all the experiments we carried out on our architecture and in Section 7 we draw our
conclusions and discuss future lines of research.
2 Related work
Nowadays, high performance computer simulations run on thousands of parallel cores and
generate outputs of the order of TeraBytes. How to parallelly store, organise, and analyse these
results has become a key factor for both performance and usability. Traditionally, the output
with the results is stored in files. There are plenty of different formats, with some of the most
popular being HDF5[10] and netCDF[16]. Although their data models differ, since version 4,
netCDF uses HDF5 as the backend, and thus they have similar performance characteristics.
The problem with file storage is how to achieve high performance while thousands of concurrent
processes are accessing in parallel. A straightforward approach is to generate an output file
for each process, but this then requires having thousands of files which are complex to manage
and analyse. Alternately, HDF5 allows creating data set partitions – hyperslabs – that can be
written and read independently by different processes. HDF5 offers two MPI-based accessing
modes: independent and collective. In the first case, all processes can access the file without any
synchronisation, but this can cause several random I/O calls and thus penalises performance.
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Collective access reduces the I/O by assigning a subset of MPI tasks to act as ”aggregators” so
that they can gather smaller and independent requests in larger and contiguous I/O accesses.
Whether to use an approach or another is strongly influenced by the data layout and the
distributed filesystem[14][17] used. For example, if each process writes into a hyperslab that
maps to adjacent disk partitions, there is no need for collective I/O. However, this is not the
case for particle simulations. The typical dimensions of particle simulations are time step,
position, and particle identifier. However, each process simulates all the particles that fall into
its sub-domain at a given time step. Therefore, each process writes into randomly distributed
positions. Indeed, libraries specifically tailored for particles simulations, such as H5hut[13],
heavily employ collective I/O.
An alternative approach is the one that Alya implements when writing Computational Fluid
Dynamic in HDF5[9]: each process writes into a different dataset inside the same file. In this
manner we can achieve good I/0 performance, but the parallelization of the simulation fully
dictates the file layout.
In a previous contribution[7], we proposed the integration of ParaView with a map-reduce
Hadoop environment. ParaView is one of the most common applications used for analysing the
results of a simulation. Once the amount of data exceeds a single computer resource, the only
way to visualise a simulation is to use Paraview’s distributed render which can use hundreds of
CPUs and/or GPUs. As a result, visualising a large simulation might be inconvenient in terms
of complexity, time, and cost. However, in large scale simulations it is seldom necessary to
visualise all the data at once, let alone for interactive analyses or particular queries. Because of
this, we proposed to reduce the amount of data sent to the user by using a map-reduce approach
to filter the results and perform ad-hoc analysis. For instance, selecting only the trajectory of
a single particle, or finding the origin of particles that got stuck in a given area, or computing
aggregations such as calculating the percentage of different elements. This approach proved to
be valid, but still has some drawbacks: 1. It was done in a post-processing step, so we had to
wait for the end of the simulation to upload the results to HDFS, 2. as the data is not indexed,
each query requires processing the whole simulation in memory.
An interesting alternative to the approach of storing a smaller resolution version of the
data, tailored for visualization, is Paraview Cinema [6, 5]. The philosophy behind Cinema is
that beyond certain scales, it is more efficient to store images with all possible combinations
for a visualization (distance, angle, variable, etc.) than the actual data needed to produce
those images. However, if you need to recover the full data set you need to re-run the whole
simulation which could arguably be cheaper, although not necessarily more convenient. With
our approach instead, we allow powerful analytic queries and filters that can go beyond what
is possible with an only-visualization approach.
3 Background
ParaView[3] is an open-source data analysis and visualisation application. It allows exploring
data either via an interactive 3D interface or with a batch approach that employs distributed
processing to achieve high-resolution. The ParaView design allows adding plug-ins to implement
new filters. Indeed, we created a plug-in to integrate our new functionalities into the ParaView
data analysis pipeline.
Alya is the BSC in-house HPC-based multi-physics simulation code [18], designed to sim-
ulate highly complex problems and efficiently run on high-end supercomputers. Alya targets
engineering problems and thus it can be applied in several domains: the aerospace and automo-
tive industry, biomechanics and biomedical applications, environmental research, and oil, gas
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and wind energy fields.
The physical problem that motivated our development is the simulation of air flows
through the respiratory system. This biomedical problem ran with Alya [18] in the Julich
supercomputer. Of particular medical interest is the simulation of Lagrangian particles trans-
ported by fluids, that can be either medicine or pollutants in the air. Powerful tools are needed
to analyse the results with the aim of improving medicine diffusers and inhalers. The initial
set up we worked with consisted of Alya writing each particle properties in a persistent system:
Time step, position, velocity, type, family, etc. A typical simulation generated 300 Gb of plain
text (CSV) data, but this is an artificial limit due to practical considerations. We used two
physical modules of Alya to carry out this work. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
are solved in a sniff condition, using a mesh of 350M elements, while Lagrangian particles are
transported by fluids, by means of drag law and Brownian motion. All the details concerning
the algorithms used in this work can be found in Refs [12, 11, 18].
D8tree [8] is a novel index algorithm designed to support both analytical and data-thinning
queries on multidimensional data while aiming to lower latency and achieving linear scalability.
The main idea of the D8tree is to merge multidimensional indexing, data sampling and denor-
malization techniques to achieve high scalability, availability, and performance. The original
version has a batch design as it aims to build indexes of completed simulations. As we aim
to analyse the results of a simulation while it is running, we implemented a new low-latency
system able to ingest and index the mole of data as fast as it is generated.
4 Real-time D8-tree index creation
We previously presented the D8-tree for static datasets[8]: it used a batch processing approach
to build the index, which is efficient but it requires the simulation to have completed. To
analyse a simulation at run time, we have to build the index at the same speed the data is
generated. The D8-tree structure contains copies of the same item at multiple levels of the tree.
For each level k, the whole domain is decomposed in 8k partitions that we call cubes. Each
cube has a maximum capacity of C. When a cube reaches C, it sorts its content by a random
priority and then it discards the items with lower values. Therefore, a query that starts with
the root leaf reads a uniform random sample of data. While descending the tree it can increase
the number of samples. Maintaining updated such a structure on disk requires sorting all the
elements in each cube, which has a prohibitive performance cost under a continuous stream of
insertions. Given an index of K levels, for each insertion, we should access K different cubes, and
modify each cube index by adding the new element and possibly removing the overflowing ones.
Figure 1: Dynamic D8-tree indexing
Such a mutable structure has major draw-
backs: it causes high cache pollution and
it requires costly synchronisation in multi-
core architectures. Furthermore, it performs
badly with both rotational disks and flash
drives. In rotation HDD, the time for mov-
ing the magnetic heads to the desired disk
partition –known as seek time– is a signifi-
cant part of the overall time, and thus it pe-
nalises accessing to non-consecutive disk sec-
tors. At the same time, as several articles
pointed out[4][15], the SSD devices degrade
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under a heavy load of random writes.
LSM-tree indexes, such as the one used in Cassandra, have been pointed out as an alternative
to the widely adopted B-tree as they do not suffer of write amplification[19]. LSM-tree designs
exploit the hierarchy between the volatile and secondary memory, using the first to optimise
accesses to the second. Elements are kept in memory until a threshold is reached and then the
items are stored (”flushed”) into a disk file in a single sequential write. A background process,
called compactions, aggregates single files in larger ones.
For all the cited reasons, we decided to follow the LSM-tree approach to create our dynamic
D8tree. We modified the database Apache Cassandra to implement our index. We made two
changes: we added a trigger and we altered the logic of the flushing algorithm. Figure 1 shows
the overall architecture. On the right, we can see that the client sends the request to the
designed node where the trigger replicates the query to the higher cubes. Cassandra stores
each insertion into an in-memory structure called Memtable keeping the records ordered by
their priority. When a Memtable reaches its threshold size, we modify the flushing algorithm to
write only the first elements to disk. In particular, Figure 1 shows how the particle we inserted
went in different positions of the three cubes so that in the higher one ”2”, it is discarded when
flushing the content into an SSTable on disk. Meanwhile, the compaction process takes care to
unite the small SSTables into larger ones, thus reducing the index size.
5 Architecture
This section provides a brief summary of how we integrated Alya with Qbeast and it describes
how we connected Qbeast with ParaView, allowing to query the system in real-time.
The original Alya architecture is shown in Figure 2a: a single master node manages the
simulation output. The Alya master collects all particles from the workers at each time step,
and then it appends the new results into a CSV file which is stored on a distributed file system.
While the CSV format has inarguably advantages given its simplicity and human-readability,
sending all results to one single worker is a major performance bottleneck. We tested two
different integration prototypes: master-slave (Figure 2b) and peer-to-peer ( Figure 2c).
Writing a high-performance communication protocol can be challenging, thus we decided
to connect Alya to Qbeast using the official Cassandra driver. We created the Alya-Qbeast
connector as a C++ library wrapper for Alya, which is written in Fortran 90. The connector
uses the C++ Datastax [1] driver to connect through an asynchronous protocol to Cassandra.
The driver manages failover and reconnection in case of messages lost or node crashes, and
it takes care of delivering the request to the correct node. Cassandra takes care of persisting,
indexing, and efficiently writing to disk all the parallel requests sent by Alya. We used the same
Alya-Qbeast connector for both implementations: in the first version, only the Alya master
invokes the connector while in the second one each slave uses the connector independently.
As Cassandra takes care of reordering the results, we can avoid the gathering operation in
the Alya Master. Figure 2c(c) shows the peer-to-peer architecture. In the master-slave design
the master dictates the output time. However, in the peer-to-peer version, the slowest node
limits the total output time. Each Alya worker simulates a sub-domain of the whole simulation
volume, and therefore it is common that in some phases of the simulation there are workers with
a higher number of particles, which consequently need more time to complete the simulation
step. In the experiments section, we present a detailed comparison between these two Connector
implementations.
The C++ Cassandra driver uses an asynchronous protocol thus allowing to efficiently send
several requests to Cassandra in parallel. However, as issuing too many requests leads to system
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nalises accessing to non-consecutive disk sec-
tors. At the same time, as several articles
pointed out[4][15], the SSD devices degrade
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under a heavy load of random writes.
LSM-tree indexes, such as the one used in Cassandra, have been pointed out as an alternative
to the widely adopted B-tree as they do not suffer of write amplification[19]. LSM-tree designs
exploit the hierarchy between the volatile and secondary memory, using the first to optimise
accesses to the second. Elements are kept in memory until a threshold is reached and then the
items are stored (”flushed”) into a disk file in a single sequential write. A background process,
called compactions, aggregates single files in larger ones.
For all the cited reasons, we decided to follow the LSM-tree approach to create our dynamic
D8tree. We modified the database Apache Cassandra to implement our index. We made two
changes: we added a trigger and we altered the logic of the flushing algorithm. Figure 1 shows
the overall architecture. On the right, we can see that the client sends the request to the
designed node where the trigger replicates the query to the higher cubes. Cassandra stores
each insertion into an in-memory structure called Memtable keeping the records ordered by
their priority. When a Memtable reaches its threshold size, we modify the flushing algorithm to
write only the first elements to disk. In particular, Figure 1 shows how the particle we inserted
went in different positions of the three cubes so that in the higher one ”2”, it is discarded when
flushing the content into an SSTable on disk. Meanwhile, the compaction process takes care to
unite the small SSTables into larger ones, thus reducing the index size.
5 Architecture
This section provides a brief summary of how we integrated Alya with Qbeast and it describes
how we connected Qbeast with ParaView, allowing to query the system in real-time.
The original Alya architecture is shown in Figure 2a: a single master node manages the
simulation output. The Alya master collects all particles from the workers at each time step,
and then it appends the new results into a CSV file which is stored on a distributed file system.
While the CSV format has inarguably advantages given its simplicity and human-readability,
sending all results to one single worker is a major performance bottleneck. We tested two
different integration prototypes: master-slave (Figure 2b) and peer-to-peer ( Figure 2c).
Writing a high-performance communication protocol can be challenging, thus we decided
to connect Alya to Qbeast using the official Cassandra driver. We created the Alya-Qbeast
connector as a C++ library wrapper for Alya, which is written in Fortran 90. The connector
uses the C++ Datastax [1] driver to connect through an asynchronous protocol to Cassandra.
The driver manages failover and reconnection in case of messages lost or node crashes, and
it takes care of delivering the request to the correct node. Cassandra takes care of persisting,
indexing, and efficiently writing to disk all the parallel requests sent by Alya. We used the same
Alya-Qbeast connector for both implementations: in the first version, only the Alya master
invokes the connector while in the second one each slave uses the connector independently.
As Cassandra takes care of reordering the results, we can avoid the gathering operation in
the Alya Master. Figure 2c(c) shows the peer-to-peer architecture. In the master-slave design
the master dictates the output time. However, in the peer-to-peer version, the slowest node
limits the total output time. Each Alya worker simulates a sub-domain of the whole simulation
volume, and therefore it is common that in some phases of the simulation there are workers with
a higher number of particles, which consequently need more time to complete the simulation
step. In the experiments section, we present a detailed comparison between these two Connector
implementations.
The C++ Cassandra driver uses an asynchronous protocol thus allowing to efficiently send
several requests to Cassandra in parallel. However, as issuing too many requests leads to system
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(a) The original architecture (b) master-slave version (c) peer-to-peer version
Figure 2: The three different architectures we tried in this article: (a) The original set up
where an Alya master node receives and writes all the information, (b) The Alya master node
is connected to QBeast nodes, and (c) all Alya workers push information to QBeast nodes
independently.
instability and performance degradation we added the parameter parallelism-level to limit
the number of operations that are in execution at the same time. Another option is to reduce
the number of queries by grouping them in larger ones, called batch statements. The trade-off
is between network bandwidth and latency. As this aspect influences performance, we defined
the parameter batch-size that indicates how many requests group into a batch statement.
The overall system is composed by: 1. ParaView 2. the ParaView-Qbeast plug-in 3. the
Qbeast Query Engine: a distributed middle layer that queries the D8-Tree index exploiting the
Cassandra data locality. 4. the Cassandra nodes: store and serve requests on the D8-tree index.
Usually, ParaView runs on personal computers and renders the data locally, so that if too
many particles are loaded together the system collapses. While it is possible to distribute the
rendering on multiple machines, it is costly both in terms of time and resources. However,
in many cases a random sample of the results is enough for an interactive analysis of the
simulation: we allow the user to choose the right trade-off between the level of detail and
system responsiveness. By tuning the precision and max-results parameters, the user defines
the percentage of data to visualize or sets an upper bound to the number of elements to fetch.
Thanks to the D8-tree [8], this can be efficiently implemented with Cassandra.
The process of sampling a dataset, also called data-thinning, would normally require the
following steps: 1. Read the whole data set 2. Randomly discard in memory 99 elements every
100 3. return the 10000 filtered element. In such a way, reading the whole dataset or just a
sample requires almost the same time.
In contrast, the D8-Tree has a response time proportional to the number of elements re-
turned: getting one random part out of ten requires one tenth of the time to read the whole
data. The D8-tree uses a random priority to organize the data into cubes, so that in the higher
cube we find the elements with higher priority. Therefore, if we want to get the k% of a dataset
we just have to: 1. read the root cube 2. select all elements with priority ≤ k 3. if point 2
returns new items, we descend into the 8 cube children and for each of them we go back to
point 2. 4. if all queries have completed, we return the results to the client.
In Figure 3 we show some screen-shots taken during the simulation of particles flowing
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through a human nose. With this visualizations we were able to obtain insights about how the
simulation was proceeding before it completed.
Figure 3: Screen shots of real-time visualization of particles flowing into the respiratory system
in a rapid air intake simulation.
6 Experiments
In this section we present the tests we carried out on our Alya-Qbeast integration. We analyse its
performance compared with the original Alya implementation, and we discuss the parameters
that mostly influence performance. All tests simulated the same particle respiratory system
and ran on the BSC-CNS Marenostrum 3 Supercomputer. Each node in Marenostrum 3 is
equipped with two Intel SandyBridge-EP E5-2670 20M 8-core for a total of sixteen cores at
2.6 GHz processor base frequency and 32 Gb of DDR3-1600 DIMMS ram. Each node uses the
IBM GPFS file system [2] running on the Infiniband FDR10. Both Alya and Cassandra started
at the same time in the supercomputer: Cassandra employs an internal BSC’s library module,
that allows creating a Cassandra cluster using a queue job system.
Horizontal system scalability The first experiment tests the scalability of Cassandra: we
increased the number of Cassandra nodes to measure the relative performance improvement.
We simulated 6.75 million particles moving during 10 time steps using 256 Alya MPI workers.
We disabled the Qbeast indexing, and we used the peer-to-peer version.
For each Cassandra cluster configuration, we had to properly configure the Connector. In-
deed, to fully take advantage of the additional nodes, we need to increase the parallel insertions.
For example, with 4 Cassandra nodes, the best performance is with 200 concurrent requests.
Figure 4a shows that from 1 to 4 nodes, Alya scaled perfectly, in fact the response time halved
when the Cassandra nodes doubled. However, with 8 Cassandra nodes, the relative speed-up
resulted in only 6 times, instead of the ideal 8. To understand what limits performance, we
broke down the output time into Connector and Cassandra. The Connector only includes the
time to transform a particle from the Alya format into Cassandra one. The latter considers
the database processing time. Figure 4a shows the different time components of an insertion
and how they change when increasing the number of Cassandra nodes. We can see the time
taken by Cassandra decreases while the time required by the Connector remains stable: with 8
nodes the first reduces of 9.2 while the second improves of only 1.6. With more than 4 nodes
the Connector is the major performance bottleneck and it does not allow the system to scale.
Future work will improve the connector implementation and help reduce this fixed performance
cost.
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performance compared with the original Alya implementation, and we discuss the parameters
that mostly influence performance. All tests simulated the same particle respiratory system
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increased the number of Cassandra nodes to measure the relative performance improvement.
We simulated 6.75 million particles moving during 10 time steps using 256 Alya MPI workers.
We disabled the Qbeast indexing, and we used the peer-to-peer version.
For each Cassandra cluster configuration, we had to properly configure the Connector. In-
deed, to fully take advantage of the additional nodes, we need to increase the parallel insertions.
For example, with 4 Cassandra nodes, the best performance is with 200 concurrent requests.
Figure 4a shows that from 1 to 4 nodes, Alya scaled perfectly, in fact the response time halved
when the Cassandra nodes doubled. However, with 8 Cassandra nodes, the relative speed-up
resulted in only 6 times, instead of the ideal 8. To understand what limits performance, we
broke down the output time into Connector and Cassandra. The Connector only includes the
time to transform a particle from the Alya format into Cassandra one. The latter considers
the database processing time. Figure 4a shows the different time components of an insertion
and how they change when increasing the number of Cassandra nodes. We can see the time
taken by Cassandra decreases while the time required by the Connector remains stable: with 8
nodes the first reduces of 9.2 while the second improves of only 1.6. With more than 4 nodes
the Connector is the major performance bottleneck and it does not allow the system to scale.
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Figure 4: System scalability
GPFS versus Alya-Qbeast This test compares the performance of the original Alya with
the peer-to-peer Alya-Qbeast version. The original Alya design has a master process that
collects the results from all workers, and then it writes the results into a file on GPFS.
The test simulated 6.75 million particles, 256 Alya MPI, 10 time steps. The original Alya
took 80.6 seconds to complete the output step of one iteration. By enabling the Connector
and using only one Cassandra node, the output step took 160.78 seconds, while increasing the
number of Cassandra nodes reduced the response time to 65 seconds with 2 nodes and to just 26
seconds with 8 nodes. In Fig. 4b we show how Alya runs 3 times faster thanks to Cassandra’s
linear scalability.
Alya master-slave versus peer-to-peer connector This experiment compares the master-
slave and the peer-to-peer Alya connector versions: both write data to Cassandra. The aim is to
understand how much the original Alya architecture is penalised by the master-slave approach.
For this experiment we considered about 300 thousand particles, simulating their flow during
10 time steps. Alya used 64 MPI workers and insertions were handled by a single Cassandra
node with the Qbeast trigger enabled. The D8tree maximum depth was 5.
To fairly compare the two implementations, we had to find the optimal Connector config-
uration for the parameters batch-size(optimal value 5) and parallelism-level(optimal value 10).
With the optimal settings, the Alya-Qbeast peer-to-peer version doubles the performance of the
master-slave version. Even though we did not perform extensive tests of all possible settings,
we had the possibility to estimate that a master-slave approach requires about 84% more than
the peer-to-peer one.
Dynamic indexing overhead In order to index simulation data in real time, the Qbeast
trigger needs to duplicate each insertion multiple times so that it propagates up to the higher
tree levels. To measure its overhead, we ran a new test with the same condition of the previous
scalability test but enabling the indexing. With the D8tree maximum depth set to 5, the
execution took 105.7 seconds. Compared to 37.85 seconds of the non-indexed version, it proved
to be 1.8 times slower. As expected, indexing on real-time added an overhead: as maximum
depth equalled 5, Qbeast replicated each insertion 5 times. However, we experienced a smaller
performance detriment, as long as the Qbeast periodically filters in memory the inserts that
would not fit into the index, thus dramatically reducing the amount of data written to disk and
decreasing the algorithm overhead from 5 to 1.8.
Query performance experiment This last test compares the query capability when using
the D8-tree or when storing data into CSV files. For our experiment, we chose an important
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query in our visualisation system: A small sampling over a large simulation area. We decided
to perform a query that returns 1.5% of the particle present in the whole space domain, over
a dataset of about ten million particles. The simulation considered 54000 particles during 200
time steps. We used one Cassandra node and 12 Alya nodes connected through MPI. We ran
the particle simulation with the trigger enabled to generate the D8-tree index, and we used
our ParaView Plug-in to query and visualise the random sample of particles. We obtained the
response in 4.19 seconds.
ParaView does not allow this kind of query so we used Apache Spark to read and filter on
memory the results from the Cassandra database to compare. Apache Spark required about
210 seconds to load and filter the sample in memory, while with our system we were able to
retrieve and visualise the results in only 4.19 seconds. This massive speed-up –52 times faster–
enables the user to analyse interactively a simulation.
7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented an innovative prototype architecture that integrates Alya, an HPC
physics simulation software, Qbeast, a distributed system for real-time multidimensional index-
ing and data-thinning, and ParaView, an analysis and visualisation application.
The aim of our work is to improve the storage of simulations, boosting performance and
analytical capabilities. Our tests demonstrated that key-value databases are a viable alternative
to plain file storage for simulation persistence, as they allowed to improve the write performance
(in one case by up to 65.7%) by simply adding more database nodes. Also, we showed that it
is possible to maintain at real-time an index over the simulation results so that it is feasible to
visualize the early results of a running simulation. Indeed, while in our prototype the indexing
slows down the execution by 31%, it enables extremely fast arbitrary-approximated query on
the simulation. Compared with Apache Spark, we achieved a 52 factor speedup.
As the system is an early prototype, there are several possible areas of improvement, such
as co-allocating Alya and Qbeast and reducing the overhead of indexing and data transmission.
As a last conclusion and pointing towards the future, the following remarks are worthwhile:
(a) This paper presents a useful application where High Performance Computing is integrated
with High Performance Data Analytics in such a way that it would apply to any kind of complex
simulations (and not just particles, or the respiratory system). (b) By design, the proposed
software architecture allows the use of ad-hoc hardware architecture: an HPC cluster where
large-scale simulations are run, an HPDA cluster where a distributed data base can be deployed,
fed, and analysed, and a client to query the data base. (c) This strategy can be easily extended
to analyse not just one simulation but a large set of simulations, with transversal queries. For
instance, the database is fed by a set of simulations of respiratory systems of a large number
or patients under a large number of conditions. Off-line, the user can ask questions like ”How
are these 3 different designs of inhalers working for girls between 12 and 14 years old, from
an average Japanese population, suffering from asthma of these 4 different kinds?”. (d) An
additional layer of machine learning can be easily integrated in the software infrastructure.
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